
KWIK ZIPTM Graphic System Specifications
The System Designed  for this Rugged Environment

The Frame The Vinyl Graphic

Aircraft Grade Aluminum
The frames are fabricated from 6061 structural grade 
aluminum then heat treated to T6 for additional structural 
integrity. They were specifically designed for the 
demanding trucking environment. 

Weather Resistant Fasteners
KWIK ZIP fasteners are water resistant and offer high shear 
and pull out valves for safety. Designed for this specific 
environment trucks operate in, they will not shake 
or rattle loose.  They perform flawlessly for all truck 
and trailer configurations, especially refrigerated 
vehicles. 

Anodized
Anodizing ensures that the frames remain beautiful and OEM 
looking for the life of the trailer. 

½ Hour Installations
The KWIK ZIP Graphic System and Graphics can be 
installed on both sides of a 53’ trailer in under ½ hour.

Change Graphics as Needed.... in minutes by zipping them off and on. Since time is money, the 
KWIK ZIP offers great economy and value for both use and ownership. 

28 oz. Rhino Vinyl
The graphics are printed on EPIC’s special 28 oz. Rhino Vinyl. This 
proprietary vinyl is manufactured to EPIC’s strict requirements specifically 
for the tough trucking environment. 

True to Life Colors
The graphics are printed with new Vivid Ink 
Sets. They are vibrant and luxuriant in color, 
ensuring they get noticed and leave lasting 
impressions. 

Magazine Pages
Ultra High Print Resolution ensures crisp 
images that are clean and beautiful. 
The graphics look like enormous, glossy 
magazine pages. 

Superior Custom Frame 
Fabrication into Kit Form
The KWIK ZIP arrives in kit form, predesigned for your 
specific truck or trailer. We do all the work at our factory 
to save you precious fleet time - which means frames and 
graphics can be installed in one hour and one trip.

Armor Coated
The printed graphics are top coated with 
EPIC’s proprietary high performance Armor 
Coat. It offers additional UV protection, scuff 
resistance and is anti graffiti. 

Seamless
The graphics are seamless smooth and beautiful. 

Factory Look
The frame looks OEM. EPIC can 
complete installation right at the 
truck & trailer factory. 

KWIK ZIPPER Hand Tool
It provides the required mechanical advantage to tension the 
graphics to 360 pounds per linear foot. The vinyl is perfectly 
tensioned on all 4 sides there is no flapping in the wind.

EASY TO CLEAN


